Environment & Energy Report

Bloomberg Environment is the recognized authority on critical information regarding environment and energy. Discover unmatched expertise with Environment & Energy Report.

Key features include

• **Original reporting** on breaking news, special reports, and latest developments from Bloomberg Environment’s network of national and international correspondents.

• **Practitioner insights** provide in-depth analysis from leading experts, who give our readers cutting-edge perspectives on new and emerging issues.

• **Access to cited primary source documents** (court opinions, reports, federal register documents, legislation, agency documents, and more).

• **Key interviews** with policy makers, government officials, and industry experts.

• Bloomberg Environment’s annual **Environment & Energy Outlooks** explore potential legislative, judicial, and regulatory developments surrounding climate change, air pollution, water, chemicals, waste, and energy. Special reports incorporate insights from our editors and reporters as they examine how the changing political landscape may shape action by the Environmental Protection Agency and Department of Energy as well as international environmental and energy policy in the coming year.

• **Customizable emails** to receive news in your inbox at the frequency that works for you.

• **Tailored alerts** to receive news on developing stories based on your selected topics and locations.

• **Podcast series** highlighting environmental and energy policy discussion with reporters, thought leaders, and policy makers.

To learn more or to start your free trial, contact your Bloomberg Environment representative. Call 800.372.1033 or visit bna.com/environment-energy-report.
The latest news from your trusted source—at your fingertips.

Hong Kong to Recycle Homegrown Electronic Waste

U.K. Clean Growth Strategy Due in Weeks, Climate Minister Says
By Jessica Shandler

The U.K. government will support carbon capture and sequestration technologies in its delayed Clean Growth Strategy that’s expected in the coming weeks, Climate Change Minister Claire Perry said.

Shell, Total Join Statoil in Carbon Storage Project Off Norway
By Mikael Holm

Royal Dutch Shell Plc and Total SA are joining Statoil ASA in a Norwegian government-sponsored project to store carbon dioxide from onshore industrial sites under the North Sea.

Can the ‘Uber of Trash’ Clean Up Its Own Business?
By Joshua Brustein and Ellen Huei

A startup that hopes to deliver a so-called ‘Uber for Trash’ has promised to cut waste to the骨f
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Trump to Make Deregulation Pitch, Claiming $300 Million Windfall

Automakers Plan Electric Car Blitz as Tesla Burns Billions
Count on Bloomberg Environment’s **extensive network** of environment and energy reporters and industry experts to help you stay ahead of legal and regulatory developments and mitigate risk. With **real-time coverage** of breaking news and insights from **leading practitioners** accessible **anywhere, anytime**, you can make informed decisions with confidence in today’s rapidly changing landscape.

**Delivering the highest quality of journalism in environment and energy since 1970.**
Topics covered

Agency administration
- Appointments and personnel changes
- Federal agency budget

Air
- Air toxics
- CAFE standards
- Clean Air Act
- Emissions standards
- Enforcement
- New source review
- Ozone depletion

Budget and appropriations
- Federal budget
- State budget

Chemicals and hazardous materials
- Asbestos
- Biological pathogens
- Biotechnology
- DHS/anti-terrorism
- Emergency planning
- Endocrine disruption
- Enforcement
- HAZMAT transport
- Labeling
- Litigation
- Mercury
- Nanotechnology
- PCBs
- Pesticides
- Product safety
- Public right-to-know
- REACH
- Risk assessment
- Significant new uses
- Stewardship
- Testing
- Toxic Substances Control Act
- Toxic torts
- Vapor intrusion

Climate change
- Adaptation and mitigation
- Carbon emissions trading
- Carbon sequestration
- Carbon tax
- Clean Power Plan
- Climate science
- Emissions trading

Energy
- Biofuels
- Clean Power Plan
- Coal
- Electrical grid
- Energy efficiency
- Fossil energy
- Fuel efficiency
- Global energy developments in business, markets, and regulations
- Hydraulic fracturing
- Mining
- Nuclear energy
- Oil and gas developments
- Renewable energy
- Transmission and distribution

Environmental cleanup
- Environmental due diligence

Environmental justice

International environment
- News and policy developments from more than 50 countries around the world
- Regulation by national governments of air and water pollution, hazardous and solid waste, and chemical management
- Important enforcement actions by national governments
- Initiatives of international organizations such as the UN, OECD, and UNFCCC
- Energy developments related to NAFTA
- Implementation of REACH and GHS
- Ongoing climate change negotiations and developments
- Efforts on energy use, conservation, and alternative energy sources
- Environmental actions related to NAFTA and other trade agreements
- Activities of nongovernmental organizations
- International movements of hazardous waste and dangerous goods
- Maritime affairs and international shipping standards

Natural resources
- Endangered species
- Forests
- Public lands

Pipelines
- Pipeline safety

Regulatory process reform
- Legislative and administrative activity

Sustainability
- Green bonds
- Stewardship
- Sustainability reporting
- Sustainable development

Waste
- Brownfields
- Cleanup
- Coal ash
- Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
- Enforcement
- Hazardous waste
- Radioactive waste
- Recycling
- Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
- Solid waste
- Superfund

Water
- CAFOs
- Clean Water Act
- Enforcement
- Oil spills
- Safe Drinking Water Act
- Sewage projects and combined sewer overflows
- TMDLs and other water
- Wetlands
One complete news resource so you can plan and respond with confidence.

To learn more or to start your free trial, contact your Bloomberg Environment representative. Call 800.372.1033 or visit bna.com/environment-energy-report.